


22 Cotgrave Drive
Doncaster, DN11 8GR

25/01/24

The weather at the time of survey was overcast. We recommend checking the rainwater goods during rainfall.
Also, any scratches to glass may be more obvious in sunlight













   

   

   

  





There is no car charger installed. As part of Approved Document
S of the Building Regulations 2022, there should be a car charger
or the provision for one to be installed at later use. The
developer is to provide confirmation of whether this building
regulation applies (dependant on when the groundworks were
laid).

  

Boiler pressure relief valve pipework should be vertical



  

There is trim missing to the soffits/fascias



  

The air brick is damaged and needs replacing, The air brick
needs repositioning as it is poorly fitted

  

Make good plot signage holes

  

The weep vents are blocked. The purpose of weep vents is to
allow rainwater to exit via the cavity tray, so it is important they
are clear from mortar etc ⚠ Significant issue

  

The weep vents have inconsistent spacing: they should be in
450mm apart according to NHBC 6.1.17 ⚠ Significant issue



  

The elevation of brickwork is not plumb and out of tolerance
according to NHBC 9.1.2 ⚠ Significant issue

  

The mortar is inconsistent in colour. Refer to NHBC 6.1.14



  

The door mastic seal is missing

  

The mastic seal is excessively wide, suggesting incorrect
measurement of door vs opening

  

The cast stone pointing is rough and needs repointing to a
smooth consistent finish



    

Developer to confirm classification of inspection chamber is
correct rating as per BS EN 124 ⚠ Significant issue

  

The chambers are heavily compacted and need unlocking and
potentially CCTV to ensure clear / not an issue with drainage
causing this beyond debris ⚠ Urgent issue

  

  

Chamber cover lower than ground level

The edging stone is damaged



    

The flagstone is chipped / cracked

  

The grass appears to have died, potentially either due to weather
conditions, shelter or lack of suitable soil conditions

   

Fence not plumb

  

Loose gravel



  

The fence panels / post is unstable



Play Video

  

There is a gap around the loft hatch to caulk for a neat
appearance

  

  

Cavity wall insulation has blocked off vents in soffit - also
cavity closer is missing

  

The duct is not connected to the vent which is important to
address quickly to avoid excess condensation in the loft (and
other possible issues) ⚠ Significant issue

  

There are gaps in the insulation which need filling to prevent
heat loss and condensation issues in the loft ⚠ Significant issue



  

The vent trays are taut which minimises the air flow necessary
(a lack of ventilation may lead toward condensation issues) ⚠
Significant issue, The insulation should abut the vent tray for
maximum coverage/depth and minimize heat-loss. The vent
trays are corrugated to allow for air flow so insulation should be
packed up to it

  

 

There is mould visible on the timbers which suggests a lack of
adequate ventilation ⚠ Significant issue, There is
condensation visible to membrane and/or timbers. This is
typically due to a lack of ventilation and/or excess heat
entering the loftspace not halted by adequate insulation (so
any gaps in the insulation ⚠ Significant issue

  

The restraint strap should be connected to the inner leaf of the
blockwork ⚠ Significant issue



The heating appears to be working correctly. Note: any isolated issues e.g.
certain radiators not heating up will be mentioned in the specific room.

The alarms and consumer board appear to have been installed correctly:
the alarms are interlinked and the consumer board has installer / date
information and labels.



Play Video

  

The sink is not level which may be an installation or
manufacturing defect

  

Radiator is corroded

  

Toilet fixing are corroded

 See video  

The extractor fan should overrun by 15 minutes due to there
being no window, as per Building Regulations part F ⚠
Significant Issue



  

Freezer cupboard door not affixed

  

In April 2017, the Water Regs UK changed the installation
requirements of the Water Supply (Water Fittings) Regulations
1999. At the point where an appliance, such as a dishwasher or
washing machine, is connected to the water supply, it will need
an additional DCV installed ⚠ Significant Issue

  

The sealant around the window is poor and need redoing

Cupboard door is loose

  



  

Unsightly cut door - excessive cut cab have adverse effects on
door structure

  

Mould growth at patio door reveal - likely condensation

  

There is a gap to the patio doors that are likely causing a
draught ⚠ Significant Issue



  

Door handle is loose



Play Video

The landing floor creaks and a joiner is to investigate cause and
rectify

  

  

The carpet is gathered/uneven and needs adjusting to ensure
there is even footing

  

The radiator appears to need bleeding as the top of the
radiator's output from the top is not as strong, suggesting an air
pocket

  

The steps are creaking and needs a joiner to access to rectify if
the issue persists



  

The handrail should have have a 25mm minimum clearance
from any surface to ensure a safe uninterrupted grip ⚠
Significant Issues



 12mm   

A straight edge level was used and found the floor to be un-
level and out of tolerance to NHBC 9.1.5 ⚠ Significant issue

   

Mould at window reveal - likely condensation



 13mm  

A straight edge level was used and found the floor to be un-
level and out of tolerance to NHBC 9.1.5 ⚠ Significant issue

    

Mould at window reveal - likely condensation



 10mm  

A straight edge level was used and found the floor to be un-
level and out of tolerance to NHBC 9.1.5 ⚠ Significant issue



  

  

Bath pipework runs not sealed - also gap below plasterboard
not sealed

  

  

Water damage and high moisture levels at skirting adjacent to
bath

  

The bath panel is bowing and needs taking off and refitting

  

Door handle tarnished



  

The sealant is splitting. Mastic trade to attend and redo
section[s]

  

Radiator has corroded

  

Excessive mould growth - see loft issues

  



  

There is missing sealant. Mastic trade to fill with moisture
resistant sealant

  

The radiator appears to need bleeding as the top of the
radiator's output from the top is not as strong, suggesting an air
pocket


